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Introduction 

The ulul albaab in their mind everything is organized and they have wisdom to 

express it in a way you will understand. They will use simple language and 

orgainse it in a way that it will be beneficial to people. it will be too much of 

observation and processing. When really asked they are the one’s who love Allah 

and we are supposed to ask for their love.  

Oh Allah I ask for your love and for the love of whom you love. And to love a 

deed which makes me close to your love. I want to love the deeds that make me 

close to Allah. The pleasure of knowing Allah is the most important. I want to 

love Allah. This is our focus, motto, and mission. I want to love the deeds that 

Allah will love. Knowing names of Allah is the output of the love of Allah. 

Worshipper needs to worship Allah with His love. We are human being, we are 

born to love, and we live in this life by love. Do not live in this life without 

feelings. How can I love Allah? By knowing Him. The Quran will teach us about 

Him and we are supposed to love Him with that. The duaa of Nabi ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص is full of 

wisdom. Before we know Allah we need to think why we are sitting here in the 

class and what is my intention. So make your intention to love Allah and to know 

Him more. Don’t make your relation with Allah very cold like you don’t have 

feelings but you are just praying. Looking at His actions without being influenced 

by people will make us love Him. So you love people whom Allah loves too.  

Belongs to Allah all the beautiful names. This is because we are attracted to 

beauty and we love beauty. We are attracted to the beauty and all the names of 

Allah are the most beautiful names. It will make you want only what Allah wants. 

Names of Allah will dominate and over power everything in life. Even if you see 

the beauty with your own eyes of creation still His beauty will over power 

everything. Every beautiful thing in life should not distract you from real beauty 

that is knowing Allah and it will add soo much value in your life. Knowing Allah 

will make you alive. Jibreel came and asked I will help you to Ibrahim when he 

was in fire but he said Allah is enough for me. For us Allah is the only One and 

the fire became cool and peaceful for him. He had the best time of his life in fire. 

Fire became cool and salam. No body could change this fire other than Allah. You 

will see so many situations in life when no one helped you other than Allah. Even 



that moment is like you are dipped in paradise. It’s the most enjoyable time as you 

see the actions of Allah very clearly. This is by itself very important and 

beneficial. Real enjoyment and pleasure is to be connected to Allah. There is no 

one else but only His actions and these are the most enjoyable times of life. to feel 

the pleasure of knowing Allah is the best feeling. Any enjoyment of body will 

finish as soon as you get it, its just on the moment, you are hungry and as soon as 

you eat the enjoyment ends, it has no value and its just for a short while. Pleasure 

of knowing Him is very deep. The effect of good deeds last for a very long time 

and Akhirah is better than this dunya. There is no taste that can interrupt with 

anything. knowing Allah can make us to know Allah and with Allah everything 

has life and beauty. Allah gave us this life, to think about Allah is every lasting, 

and anything about this dunya is going to die. May Allah give us the 

understanding.  

Sometimes mothers want to tell all her experience to their children about 

marriage and the children get scared. You don’t fill people’s mind with a lot of 

information which they can’t handle. Allah subhan hu taala will give you 

experience and give you things that you can handle that is His name Aleem and 

Khabeer. You cannot get this combination anywhere other than with Allah.  

 

Ulul albaab cannot get experience without the knowledge of Quran. Without 

knowledge you cannot have a foundation and you will be very weak. We spoke 

about khabeer but now we will see Aleem and Khabeer.  

 

Allah is ALEEEM- The All- knower, 

There is people who appreciate who appreciate knowledge, they are different with 

the conditions, and we cannot encompass all the knowledge of dunya. If you learn 

anything of the dunya then it’s not the ilm with wisdom and it’s only an art. You 

need the knoeldge of dunya and that is just to operate this life. But the real ilm is 

of akhirah and is from ism ALLAH Al Aleem. Knowledge is not shallow it is to 

know the matter and to realize it in the reality of it and there are no obstacles to 

it and you get it to its reality.  

What is approach of ulul albaab, they go into details and they are not on surface 

level that’s what knowledge is. This is the foundation. They see a word like Khilla 

(friend) they go deep into the word and see for the reasons of it. There is no 

hesitance and no doubt. They don’t get influenced by someone who doesn’t have 



knowledge. for the people of knowledge the meeting of two different types is also 

very important. If you go over your goal you will get tired. Knowledge is deep 

and this tree is already full and this is really the knowledge. even if there is holes 

in your life and there is something is getting delayed then it is being preserved 

for you for a better time. We can learn more with patience. If there is a hole in 

our life there is some hikmah in it and if something is discontinued then there is 

khayr in it. His knowledge encompasses everything general and specific. People 

will die and they will go into paoradise, hell, and the detail of it. Each and every 

creation and there choices, path and everything around them. Allah knows  the 

details and the outline. Allah is not like humans that the higher position one's 

know only about the outline and no details, Allah knows everything the outline 

and the detail. His knowledge is complete and no body can add any value to it. 

His knowledge is divine and it has infinite time and there is no end to it. there is 

no beginning and there is no end to it. There is something that is preserved and it 

has been there forever. Allah has blessed us with forgetfulness and that is a 

blessing. Allah makes us forget it so that we dont remember. something that 

happens unseen with Him is not unseen for Him. The same with Allah He can 

encompass everything. he cannot be distracted with something else and He can 

concentrate on everything at the same time without any difficulty. Allah knows 

the possibility and the impossibility, He knows everything. He is so powerful and 

His knowledge is unlimited. we do try to learn these kinds of knowledge but then 

Allah knows about the things that are forbidden and He knows the future and the 

past. though Allah knows everything He wrote it in a preserved tablet. Allah has 

written everything in detail and its very fine. our plan is limited and thats why 

when it happens then its written by Allah.  

You want anything in life then you need to learn about Allah. Anything that you 

need in life Allah has a characteristic and it will add glow to your face and then 

you will have good characteristic in learning about Allah. You will get so much 

from learning about Allah. you need knowledge with experience in this life.  



 

Surah luqman is the importance of divine nurturing. The best nurturing is that 

Allah teaches us. Allah taught to Luqman and then he taught it to his son. This is 

the divine nurturing. The last word is Aleem and Khabeer.  

There are five things that no one will be exposed to. not all the knowledge of 

Allah will be exposed to the people not the messenger nor the angels. This is 

because Allah knows that this is not for us. Allah has made this knowledge 

private with His Hikmah and that knowledge is not good for us.  

Surah Yusuf- he saw a dream but he didnt tell everyone but only his father. there 

is some worships that you should not tell to people. This is surah Luqman that 

teaches you this.  

what are the five things? 

1) The time of the Hour- Day of Judgment. no one knows about it even the angel 

who wil starts doenst know it.  

2) The time of the rain, its on the spot its knowledge is only with Allah. not even 

the angel that brings it.  

3) What is there in the womb, no ultrasound can tell what is in the womb and 

gender is surface level actual knowledge is with Allah 

4) What you will earn good or bad only ALLAH knows. you do have a plan but 

what you will earn that only Allah knows.  



5) Where a person will die, even the angel will not know which land a person will 

die. He knows he will take the soul but where will he take the soul no body knows 

that. There is wisdom behind this, that is wisdom and Allah knows if this is 

exposed it will be dangerous for human being.  

 

 

When you are having experience then Allah says Aleem and khabeer. Allah says 

to the human being, all the people, this command is for everyone. Hujurat is about 

the manners and the foundation of society is on akhlaaq. There are things that 

you can tolerate and not tolerate. Your origin is one Adam and Hawwa, He made 

you from two people then divided you into groups like big country. Allah mention 

the purpose of making country and tribes for knowing each other. So knowing the 

culture of other people is recommended. Keep this intention for knowing people. 

This is not waste of time and it is in Quran. How can I interact with others? by 

knowing and introducing to them. There is a benefit in knowing each other as 

you can benefit and help each other and learn alot of new things. Don't follow 

desires rather than that you need to have taqwa, in this process dont become 

proud and dont take habits that are haram.  

Surah Tahrim  

 



 

 

 

 

All the three Ayahs are about Tarbiyah and its based on knowledge and 

experience. These ayahs came on the event of honey when Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص 

made it forbidden on him that was halal. Allah says that why did you made 

something halal forbidden on yourself that which is halal just to please. Allah says 

that you can undo your promises and that Allah forgave him. Allah made is easy 

for him. He exposed some news and the news that would give bad feelings he 

didnt expose those. Allah told prophet and Prophet said that the Aleem and 

khabeer told me. Allah will show the one who is actually meant to know it and 

how much he needs to know.  


